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Who Didn’t Start the Fire...?
Reflections on Bombs over a Cup of Coffee
Simran Chadha

“Naadro… Naadro yakhani ” was the helpful suggestion that met my touristy queries
regarding a vegetarian meal, in the famed land of rishta and goshtaba (traditional Kashmiri
meat preparations). Having ventured into the eye of the storm, thanks to a gesture of
unexpected bonhomie from the government of India towards Delhi University lecturers, the
rage within to know Kashmir just had to be settled – food, chinars, militant separatism – I had
to do it all. Now, naadro, in the Kashmiri waazawan (culinary etiquette), as I soon learnt, is the
local beau mot for good old kamal kakri (lotus root); and as Delhi certainly had more than its
fair share of kakri – call it nadroo if you please – this is nothing new, thought I, at least nothing
Kashmiri. However, the capital shall never compete with the Valley, and so our kakri may never
dream of aspiring to the status of a nadroo nurtured and ripened in the environs of the Dal
lake and its brooding chaar chinar (a tiny island in the Dal with four chinar trees).
For as long as anyone can remember, Srinagar has been under violent siege – while
demanding autonomy, demanding freedom, demanding a reprisal of the Simla Accord.1 But
then, so had Punjab, so are the Sri Lankan Tamils, and Nepal is under curfew even as I write
this; Tibet has been claimed by China, Pakistan has an M9 missile trained at New Delhi;
even as peace talks go on, freedom of expression is under siege – one cartoonist has been
jailed for three years. And yet, our political fable does not begin with “Once upon a time
there were nation states…”
The singer Billy Joel builds on the disconcerting continuum of violence:
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We didn’t start the fire
It was always burning
Since the world’s been turning
We didn’t start the fire
No we didn’t light it
But we tried to fight it…2
Newspaper headlines have screamed of the violence inherent in the public domain
almost every single day, making us a generation habituated to violence, almost like a
category – naturalised citizens of violence. Contemporaneously speaking, even when it
translates to more than a newspaper headline read over a cup of decaffeinated Starbucks
coffee – such as the pre-Diwali bomb blasts in Delhi’s Sarojini Nagar in 2005 – it is still a
part of a scheme of things that one can but witness. One facet of me comforts a student,
her father blown up by a bomb concealed in a radio. My words sound facile to my ears… I
know that the wound will fester when even she believes it is healed and shrunk to a scar.
Such is the nature of the inner turbulence – schizoid personalities… fragmented, frayed…
a Wailing Wall within each one of us. We could be the children of the Thalidomide generation
of Joel’s song – our appendages invisible but constantly growing.
The androgynous prophet of Greek mythology, Tiresias,3 provides no comfort; the
cultural distances are far too vast, and the only comfort I receive is the awareness of a
cultural colonisation. Academics shelves record terrorism through realistic historical and
anthropological details. The poetic is scarce.
So here I am, learning all about nadroos, and hearing Joel chant:

Little Rock, Pasternak, Mickey Mantle, Kerouac
Sputnik, Chou En-Lai, Bridge on the river Kwai
Lebanon, Charles de Gaulle, California baseball
Starweather, homicide, children of Thalidomide
… JFK blown away, what else do I have to say
In Srinagar, the questions loomed large – in the Pari Mahal, in the shouts of the shikara
(houseboat) owners, luring customers for a ride, with lower-than-ever prices. I wondered
what I was looking for… what answers was I seeking… why did I expect to see in Kashmir
the angst of a society transformed by the daily trauma of political violence, emotive
violence, ideological and nationalistic violence? And why did my eyes stare at the sign
“Home for Children of Disappeared Parents”?
At the 17th-century shrine of Hazratbal, the turbulence caused by the relic – Moi-e
Muqqadas (the sacred hair of the Prophet Muhammad) – once lost/stolen and wrecking
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vengeance on the culprit – is a story long receded into the mists of myth. Now, new folklore
reigns. A woman, about 50 years old, beat her chest and sobbed out her pain, clutching
the jaffery (marble latticework) demarcating the women’s area from the men’s, grieving
for… father, brother, husband, son… or was this a matter of ritualistic mourning? The
soldier guarding the relic offered her a glass of water. A gestural recognition of the common
humanity that bonded them. And why did my head bow in shame, as if I was responsible for
what was happening (bureaucracy in my family is limited to the Foreign Service; and
politicians there are none)?
On the way to Gulmarg, a line of soldiers guards the highway. Yet, one often sees them
converse freely and cheerfully with the local population – the schoolboy returning home, the
lad wheeling a punctured bicycle – and yet even then, in the flash of a second, the mask of
the oppressor falls into place, if, for instance, a local bus happens to block the way of the
speeding Ambassador car with the flashing red light. The passengers sit stricken-faced.
And voices, men, women and children together, intoned softly: “Allah ho, Allah ho; Jal tu,
Jalal tu, aiyee baalaa sa taal tu…” (a prayer appealing to Allah for mercy when confronted
with unwarranted terror; in this case, the symbol of state authority).
Strange, this existence of ours – we call it postmodern, and try and understand it
through theories of fragmented chaos.

…We didn’t start the fire…
That sign again, “Home for Children of Disappeared Parents”. The words resonated with so
much more. But then, disappearances were not just political. It was not just the state that
was responsible for the murders. It was a war that was being run by arms dealers and drug
traffickers. How naïve one can be sometimes, living in an insulated cosmopolitan shell. I
wondered: when did the image of the ‘terrorist’ shift, ever so smoothly, from the burly,
turbaned Jat-Sikhs to the spectral figure of the jihadi with red-and-white chequered scarf?
Three months down the line, back home safe in Delhi, savouring the Starbucks coffee
that a friend returning home after a successful stint at New York University had generously
brought along, the one singularly pervasive impression of Kashmir is of a silence,
intermittently broken by cries of “Take my shikara… Rs 200 only… full one-hour ride… ok,
one-and-a-half…”
Silent city. “Death had taken so many”, they said. “Most of them have migrated for the
winter, life here is harsh in winter, you know…” I nodded in agreement. “It’s by and large
peaceful”, said the manager at the Palace Hotel, adding, “Well, if you happen to be at the
wrong place… there was a blast in Lal Chowk, recently…” He continues, “…But then who
expected the Delhi blasts, in Sarojini Nagar of all places?” I nod in agreement once again. It’s
the eye of the storm. “They’re nice to you because you are tourists, they will treat you like God
– you’re their last chance to make money before the winter, when everything goes dead”.
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Birth control, Ho Chi Minh, Richard Nixon back again
Moonshot, Woodstock, Watergate, punk rock
Begin, Reagan, Palestine, terror on the airline
Ayatollah’s in Iran, Russians in Afghanistan
Meanwhile, images of the devastation of the earthquake in the Kargil region are slowly
trickling in. The tremors were felt in Delhi. A team of experts has ventured into the ‘troubled’
areas – troubled now by natural turbulence. “It’s sad times for us Kashmiris”, intones the
shikara owner. I try to speak about the bus service between Amritsar and Lahore,
wondering whether it will reverse the violently-inscribed boundary lines of Partition. “I know
nothing of Pakistan”, he insists, firmly declaring, “I am an Indian”. Indian-Kashmiri/ Indian
Punjabi/ South Indian/ Indian-Bengali; the term comes suspiciously close the feminist adage
‘as many women, as many feminisms’.
A friend returned from SOAS (School of Oriental and African Studies); she was full of the
experience of the London blasts. “Right next to SOAS, you know…” I look for signs of a
society transformed by its violence: centrifugal, centripetal. If power is productive of
resistance, is violence productive of creativity? The raped, metamorphosed Philomela4 as
nightingale sings her pain, her humiliation, her trauma.
In Forget Kathmandu, recording the Maoist insurgency in Nepal, the author Manjushree
Thapa writes, “When you live in the thick of events, it is easier to experience than
understand them”. Trekking in the Himalayas, a friend visited the Maoist-hit area of Jiri. He
has an interesting story to tell – after allowing him the customary space/rest that is
accorded to all travellers from the plains, the villagers barraged him with questions
regarding life in Delhi – the murderous city. The village headman, appalled by the news
coverage regarding the Delhi blasts, wondered how anyone… just anyone, could live in a
city like Delhi?

We didn’t start the fire
But when we are gone
Will it still burn on and on and on…
NOTES
1.

The Simla Accord, also known as the Simla Pact or the Simla Agreement, was signed in Simla on 2 July
1972 by Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, then President of Pakistan, and Indira Gandhi, then Prime Minister of India. It
bound the two countries to “settle their differences by peaceful means through bilateral negotiations”. It
also cemented the militarised Line of Control between Indian Kashmir and Pakistan-occupied Kashmir as
something close to a permanent border. The Simla Accord has been the basis of all subsequent bilateral
talks between India and Pakistan, though it has not prevented the frequently tense relationship between
the two countries from deteriorating to the point of armed conflict, most recently in the 1990 Kargil war
in Kashmir. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simla_Accord
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2.

We Didn’t Start the Fire is a song about blame and about victims. Joel wanted to tell society’s younger
generation that it was good to want to find solutions to these urgent social and political problems; but no
one, especially those who caused the problems, could expect that they would all be solved in one day…
www.billyjoel.com/index.html

3.

In Greek mythology, Tiresias is the blind prophet of Thebes who revealed to Oedipus that Oedipus had
unknowingly murdered his own father and married his mother. In one version of the Tiresias myth, Tiresias
was a priest of Zeus. As a young man he encountered two snakes mating, and hit the female with his staff.
He was then transformed into a woman. In this form, Tiresias became a priestess of Hera, married and
had children. After living seven years as a woman, Tiresias again encountered mating snakes. He made
sure to strike the male with his staff this time, and thus became a man once more.
http://www.answers.com/topic/tiresias

4.

Philomela and Procne were the daughters of King Pandion of Athens. Procne was married to King Tereus
of Thrace, and had a son by him, Itys. Tereus conceived an illicit passion for Philomela and contrived to
get her sent to Thrace. He raped her, and then cut her tongue out and imprisoned her so that she could
tell no one of his crime. However, Philomela wove the facts of the event into a tapestry and sent it to
Procne. In order to get revenge, Procne killed Itys, cooked him and served him to Tereus. The king ate his
own son for dinner. When Tereus discovered this, he pursued the two sisters, trying to kill them. Before
the chase could end, the gods on Olympus changed all three into birds – Tereus into a hoopoe, Procne
into a swallow, and Philomela into a nightingale.
http://www.pantheon.org/articles/p/philomela.html

